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The doves of spring herald calm serenity and joyous - nature at its
best. Colourful- tossing in glee. White clouds contour the blue
depths inviting energy, urging progress. Together we shall delve into
the rise of renewed vigour to champion the conclusion of a session
with shades of grey and white.

Getting
creative

with
chocolate ! 

A day dedicated to the
celebration of our mother

tongue, an inseparable part of
our identity, join in as the
students celebrate their 

 vernacular!

Matrabhasha
Divas

ANUGRAHA  NAYANAR  of
class III made the school proud by

achieving First Position in the
Little Genius Interschool

Competition organised by D.R.
Amin Memorial School.

In spring, we praise the
goddess Sarawasti and
celebrate the festvial of

knowledge!
Happy Basant Panchami!



Remembering the Leaders...

Music Teacher
Part of the DPS Family since '03

Know  Your Teacher !

Sarojini Naidu was an Indian political activist and
poet. A proponent of civil rights, women's

emancipation, and anti-imperialistic ideas, she was
an important person in India's struggle for

independence from colonial rule. Her work as a poet
earned her the sobriquet 'the Nightingale of India',
or 'Bharat Kokila' by Mahatma Gandhi because of
colour, imagery and lyrical quality of her poetry. 

Sarojini  Naidu 
13 February 1879

Abraham Lincoln 
12 February 1809

Abraham Lincoln was an American lawyer and
statesman who served as the 16th president of the
United States from 1861 until his assassination in

1865. Lincoln led the nation through the American
Civil War and succeeded in preserving the Union,

abolishing slavery, bolstering the federal
government, and modernizing the U.S. economy.

One of the greatest leaders of all time, he still
serves as an inspiration to many! 

 

"When there is oppression, the only self-
respecting thing is to rise and say this shall

cease today, because justice is my right."

"It is a sin to be silent when it is your duty
to protest."

Favourite Ragas-
Lalit and Miya

Malhar

How did you realise you were interested in music?

Likes to draw and
read  &  enjoys

travelling...

Ms. Sangeeta Dubey

As a child, my father used to take me to school on a bicycle, singing devotional
songs along the way. Listening to them drew me into the world of music and
inspired me to start singing. Then gradually over time, encouraged by my family
and motivated by participating in school competitions, my love for music
developed into an everlasting passion.

Loves learning
new things 

What inspired you to be a music teacher?
I was never drawn to the temporary and artificial world of glamour. I chose to
pursue the dignified profession of a teacher and have a respectable position in
society. Also, I feel that, as a teacher, I not only get to follow my passion but also
get the opportunity to share it with the younger generation.

On their Birth Anniversary
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